
 KING OF THE KICKERS 2024

 2 Kickers in a line
Riders must hit BOTH kickers in a line on the same lap to score

Please note these 2 tricks must be off different kickers and on the same lap. 

For more details on what the judges will be awarding please refer to the separate Judging Guidelines 
document

Riders will receive 3 attempts at the 2 pre-determined kickers to land their best possible tricks. Kicker 
1 will be on the right side of the cable positioned on the final straight before the motor tower. Kicker 2 
will also be on the right side of the cable and will be positioned just after the motor tower. Riders must 

hit BOTH kickers after each other on the SAME lap to receive a score. 

They cannot be added together from different laps or on the same kicker

The winner will be the on the SAME lapbest combination of 2 tricks landed 

Three judges will independently rank riders on difficulty, execution, style and intensity based upon 
their personal opinion. In addition judges will be looking for riders to spin in different directions, to 

perform 2 different tricks on each kicker as well as variety and type of tricks. 

There will be NO PROTESTS - Judges decisions will be final
Applications to see judging sheets may be made by email after the event to 

info@blibliwatersports.com.au

If an unbreakable tie exists between 2 riders for the best 2 trick line landed then that independent 
judge may take into account the individual tricks landed to break that tie. If a tie still exists he may take 
into account their second best 2 trick line. Judges will rank riders from 1st place to last place in each 

heat and/or final of each division

Times and Rules may change at the discretion of the event organisers.
It is the riders responsibility to be aware of any alterations to rules or schedule

Each individual judges list of placings will be added together, lowest score wins.

Judges will sit apart from each other and will not discuss tricks between themselves


